
Black Stone Granite Shiv Ji's
Standing Nandi Statue for
Temple Puja
Read More
SKU: 01588
Price: ₹45,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Shiv Ji Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Hindu Statues
Tags: Granite Nandi Idol, Granite Nandi Statue
Manufacturer, Nandi Bhrungi Statue, Nandi Sculpture
for Temple, Nandi Statue for Puja, Nandi Stone Idol,
Shiv Bahan Nandi Idol, Shiv Ji Nandi Statue

Product Description

Simple in looks, great in forms. It's definitely expensive but the spectator will surely
appreciate it. "Shiv Ji's Nandi statue" is a stirring statement piece, both visually and
conceptually. Material: Black stone/ Granite Stone Dimension(HWL): 20 x 10 x 5 inch
Height: 20 inch Position: Standing  A little uncover of the unique outdoor stone statue:

The statue is denoted as the guardian deity of Kailasha "Nandi" bull.
A simple bull-headed dwarf figure standing on a lotus base.
He is adorned with all ornament, holding a trident, and a thunderbolt in his hand.
The artisans of Odisha are successful in creating the above sculpt, by conveying and
expressing the engrave through its chisel.

Nandikeshwar: The scared bull calf

Lord Shiva rides on Nandi, which means Nandi is the mount of Lord Shiva.
Nandi means " giving joy or delight".
Strength, load-bearing capacity, and bravery are the aspects of bull Nandi.
He is the head of 18 Siddhas of Hindu Dharma.
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On the occasion of "Pradosham" observed during twilight hours of Trayodashi are
performed in temple both for Nandi and Lord Shiva with Abhishek.

Tips to add a sophisticated touch to the allover decor:

The Southwest zone(facing north) of your home/office is the supreme direction to place the
sacred bull.
Apart from worshiping in shrines and temples, the model can enrich the entrance too.
While decorating your garden, landscaping stands it near any artificial water body or
fountain, take the center stage in the garden and place it prominently.
Using it in the interior and exterior design of a home/resort will also be a delightful idea.

Benefits and belief of Nandi bull in Vaastu:

It is believed that he protects the business against any abrupt condition.
Also, develop trust and loyalty in business.
Beneficial for those who seek blessing from their forefathers.

Recommended routine for cleaning and maintaining :

Compared to other stones granite is very hard and tough to resist any weather and makes
the best choice for outdoor adornment.
Begin the cleaning by spraying the entire statue gently with water, then wipe the wet
statue with a sot cloth to detach the grime.
Regular washing of the outdoor stone statue removes surface build-up to protect their
original beauty.
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